
 

 

Abstract—Most humans expect robots to function autono-

mously and properly. Yet, even reliable robots need human 

help every now and then and must “ask” for assistance. This 

paper presents the development of an interaction framework 

for designing robots requesting help from time to time per-

forming their original task. Based on a broad literature review, 

basic principles for help requests in human-human interaction 

(HHI) and human-robot interaction (HRI) are used to design a 

checklist. Starting from this checklist, the examples of two 

robots (service vs. industrial) are used to demonstrate the 

framework principles. At last we discuss the usefulness of this 

checklist and reflect the critical impact of implicit contradic-

tions between its principles and of technological evolutions like 

artificial intelligence (AI).  

I. INTRODUCTION

In human robot interaction robots typically play the sub-
ordinate, supportive part of an assistant or the “helping hand” 
for the human operator [1-4]. However, even autonomous 
robots are not perfectly reliable and may need the assistance 
of a human to accomplish tasks beyond their capabilities [5, 
6]. These limitations may be due to very complex or excep-
tional circumstances of a task which is normally accom-
plished smoothly, e. g. manufacturing robots that cannot 
reach a too distant work piece [7, 8]. On the other side, exter-
nal circumstances may impose constraints the robot is not 
designed for [9], e. g. transportation service robots incapable 
of opening and passing doors. These limitations often arise 
from technological gaps, like actuators or sensors that are not 
perfectly reliable, insufficiently automated environments, or a 
lack of standardization of the setting the robot was originally 
designed for [10, 11]. Bridging this gap technologically is 
often far too costly or complex and therefore no practical 
solution. An alternative to overcome this gap may be to “turn 
the tables” in HRI. The robot asks humans for assistance [4]. 
Humans may help robots in two ways: (1) Increase capabili-
ties by performing physical tasks a robot cannot perform 
autonomously or (2) reduce uncertainty about their state or 
the effect of their actions [5]. Robots asking for such kind of 
support increase their task performance significantly [12, 13]. 
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In this contribution, we address the problems that arise 
from a robotic request for help. We think that an appropriate 
design of the request is crucial for the human’s willingness to 
help and for a successful assistance. Dialog design should be 
based on interdisciplinary knowledge about helping behavior 
from HHI. We transfer ideas from (social) psychology, com-
munication studies, and linguistics to the design of robotic 
dialogs. The theoretical part begins with a review of different 
research fields and design aspects. The results are subsumed 
in a checklist for the design of robotic requests for help. Two 
use cases of an industrial and a service robot illustrate the 
checklist’s design principles. An emphasis of the discussion 
is the use of artificial intelligence for the smart adaption of 
robotic requests for human help.  

II. RELATED WORK IN ROBOTIC HELP REQUESTS

We divide the interaction process in three basic skills: de-
tection, HRI dialog, and navigation. From the human’s per-
spective, the dialogic structure of the request and the interac-
tion is the most relevant aspect and is therefore emphasized. 
However, detection and navigation are strongly interwoven 
with dialog design and should be considered as well. 

A. Detection: Humans, Ability to Help, Attention, Avoid-

ance, and Helpfulness

Before a robot can ask a human for help it has to detect
humans in the environment. Detection, localization, recogni-
tion, and tracking of humans are features which have been 
worked on for a long time (for a review see [14]). Humans 
must be recognized (features, faces, gaze, body pose, activity, 
gesture). Two problems may arise in the case of a robot ask-
ing for help. First, no potential human assistant may be 
around. In this case the robot should be able to call for atten-
tion to itself. If the robot is able to navigate autonomously, he 
may also actively navigate the environment and seek for 
human assistance [5, 15]. Second, if there is more than one 
human available for the help request, pluralistic ignorance 
may emerge [16, 17]. The responsibility to help the robot is 
spread among possible assistants and reduces the perceived 
responsibility to help for each of them. This problem can be 
faced by addressing a person directly, that is most likely to 
help, e. g. a person that is attending the robot and capable to 
help. Here, the ability to help is important. In public envi-
ronments, children, elderly people, and physically handi-
capped persons should not be addressed in the first place, 
since it is very difficult to detect whether they might be able 
to help. In industrial settings, people busy with work or carry-
ing objects should not be asked as well. Next, human atten-
tion recognition is important [18]. It is more sensible to ad-
dress persons that (visually) focus the robot and thus can 
directly perceive the need for help. Visual attention can be 
estimated by the orientation of the body and especially the 
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continuous head pose respectively face orientation (viewing 
direction) [19]. People’s engagement tells how much a per-
son is distracted or busy. Visual and behavioral avoidance 
behavior should also be taken into account. Evasion or side-
stepping may be a cue for the avoidance of help [20, 21]. 
Robots that detect evasive moving trajectories of  humans 
can relinquish to ask for help.  Drawing from prosocial be-
havior in infants, algorithms for detection of prosocial behav-
ior may help to recognize human helping behavior [22, 23]. 

If the robot recognizes a person that is able to help, atten-
tive and not avoiding the robot, it may ask the person for 
help. From that point on, the robot has to be capable of rec-
ognizing if help is granted and if it is appropriate. It has to 
monitor the ongoing help in order to correct the person and 
adjust the help so that the robot’s problem is fixed properly.  

B. Dialog: Human-Robot Interaction

The main focus of the dialog should be to reduce the as-
sistant’s uncertainty and to build up a shared mental model of 
the HRI in the helping situation [24, 25]. The potential helper 
derives HRI from HHI, i. e. helping robots is derived from 
helping humans (see media equation [26]). It should com-
municate clearly and unambiguously its need for help  and 
how to be helped in order to avoid the bystander effect [27]. 
According to HHI, HRI is composed of verbal and non-
verbal interaction. Verbal interaction is represented by speech 
output and recognition, as well as written dialogs in the 
graphical user interface (GUI) of the robot. Visual interaction 
is represented by visual stimuli in the GUI as well as other 
optical interfaces. A facial mimic GUI (the robot’s “head”), 
LED lights, and a projector are discussed in this paper. 

For the overall design of the HRI dialog principles of in-
terface design (cf. [28, 29]) should be considered. Task suita-
bility is important to support the potential helper effectively 
and efficiently since help should be made as easy and expedi-
tious as possible. Since the assisting persons may not be 
involved respectively used to the robot (“out-of-the-loop”), 
self-descriptiveness is vital to ensure an immediate intuitive 
helping behavior. The aim of the robot should be to com-
municate clearly and transparently the need for help and the 
preferred assistant’s helping actions. According to the barri-
ers of prosocial behavior, the person has to know if the robot 
needs help and how they may help the robot in its needy 
situation.  

1) Multimodal dialog design
Robots can communicate their helpfulness by different

modality channels. A basic visual feature is the motion of the 
robot in the human’s environment [18, 30]. Before request-
ing, movements (accelerating, rotating, approaching) in the 
proximity of potential helpers may arouse the attention of 
persons automatically (peripheral exogenous attention, see 
[31]). Frantic and fast movements should be avoided since 
they can be disturbing or misinterpreted as emergencies [30]. 
“Expressive” motions (path shapes) can also illustrate the 
“inner state” of the robot and alter the human perception of 
its task, focus, and confidence [32].  

Gaining attention while approaching, the robot can send 
secondary signals parallel to the motion towards the user. The 
use of lights for persistent visualization of a robot’s state has 
turned out to be effective for non-verbal communication [33, 

34]. Researchers used different colors of light, blinking pat-
terns, and progress bars to inform persons in the environ-
ment. Blinking might also attract peripheral-visual attention 
automatically (similar to acoustic stimuli), i. e. it can attract 
visual attention even if the robot is not in the visual focus or 
in a distance [34]. The color of the visual output should fol-
low conventions and standards (e.g. [35, 36]). Red represents 
an error state (robot needs help) in contrast to green that 
represents a properly functioning system status (robot is 
operating autonomously). Light and colors are simple but 
intuitive and effective means of communication [37].  

The use of LCD projections into the environment (floors, 
walls, objects) is rarely used in HRI. For autonomously navi-
gating robots, the trajectories of the path can be displayed 
directly on the floor to avoid obstacles and show intended 
directions [38, 39]. This leads to an increase of situation 
awareness in dynamic situations [40]. Other researchers used 
projectors to highlight safe areas during human-robot collab-
oration [41, 42]. An important aspect is to find an adequate 
projection surface in the environment and to correct for dis-
tortions [40, 43]. 

A robotic “face” (GUI) should be able to show emotion-
al expressions to display his needs e. g. looking sad when he 
needs help. On the opposite, showing a smile or happy face 
after he has been helped conveys happiness and gratitude. 
Emotional facial patterns are important in interpersonal non-
verbal social communication and can be cross-culturally 
recognized [44]. Perceivers of facial emotions respond to 
these cues automatically. Eisenberg et al. [45] report sympa-
thy and helping intentions for persons watching distressed 
and sad faces. Robots that express facial emotions increase 
social acceptability [46] and, as a result, prosocial helping 
behavior. Another way to elicit helpful behavior using the 
robot’s face is to employ the schema of childlike facial char-
acteristics (Kindchenschema). The combination of typical 
features from infants, babies, or small animals elicits instinc-
tive caring behaviors in adults [47]. These effects are report-
ed for “cute” robots as well [48]. Baby features are consid-
ered as naïve, honest, and helpless and evoke helping behav-
ior [49]. 

Acoustic channels are composed of sound and speech 
output. Sound stimuli (e. g. bleeps or other alarm sounds) can 
be perceived even if the robot is not in sight. They can attract 
the attention of potential assistance automatically dependent 
on the volume and pitch [50]. Speech output (e.g. “I need 
help!”) can be used, too. It works similar to sounds as to 
attention attraction, but it reduces ambiguity since it com-
municates the need for help directly [17]. Furthermore, the 
urgency of the situation may be transported by the prosody of 
the voice tone (e. g. sad or alarmed voice) [51]. If the robot 
speaks actively, it should apprehend human language. People 
will automatically respond to the verbal statements of the 
robot since they assume that the robot is capable of under-
standing spoken language.  

2) Verbal dialog design
In order to design verbal communications between hu-

mans and robots the semantic structure of the verbal dialog 
should be considered. Politeness Theory as well as specific 
communication strategies provide anchors on how to design 
the dialog.  
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a) Politeness Theory:

“It's not what you say, but how you say it.”

Politeness is an essential factor when robots address peo-
ple [11, 52]. It is to some extent culturally coined and socially 
normed [53], however some aspects are universally shared 
and accepted. In the following, we refer to politeness as the 
pragmatic features of spoken language which is engaged to 
preserve interpersonal relationships and to avoid social con-
flicts [54, 55]. Politeness is important for engaging in social 
interaction and building rapport [56, 57]. 

Robotic help requests are similar to interpersonal interac-
tion, so robots should respect the same cultural and social 
norms that are used in human communication [58]. Next to 
technical failures, violations of social norms are severe errors 
and reduce acceptance in HRI [8, 59]. The use of Politeness 
Theory is a way to avoid social norm violations in HRI dia-
logs [54]. It focusses on the notion of the “face” as the public 
self-image of a person which can be attacked by “face threat-
ening acts” like requests, critics, or positive comments. Peo-
ple employ polite communication strategies to mitigate face 
threats (see Table 1). 

TABLE I. POLITENESS STRATEGIES (BASED ON [11]) 

Strategy Description Example (Door) 

Direct 
Request 

Baldly performed request 
(no face threat mitigation) 

“Open the door for me” 

Positive 

Politeness 

Attending the positive 

face, make the listener feel 
good 

“I am transporting your 

papers, help me with the 
door, will you?” 

Negative 

Politeness 

Attending the negative 

face, avoid imposition to 
the listener 

“Would you mind opening 

the door for me?” 

Indirect 

Request 

Vague and ambigous 

language, no imposition 

“The door is blocking my 

way.” 

HRI research shows that polite request leads to more 
helpfulness and a higher perceived appropriateness of the 
request [11]. The positive politeness strategy seemed to be 
the best alternative. Salem et al. [55] compared the direct and 
polite (positive politeness) strategy and found that the polite 
strategy led to higher perceived interpersonal warmth ratings 
but it had no effect on task performance. Castro-Gonzáles et 
al. [60] postulate that polite robots are more likeable and 
more engaging (motivating). Furthermore, the politeness 
effect is stronger in persons that are less familiar with the 
technological system (“strangers”). This is important when 
assistance is requested from uninvolved humans, e. g. in 
public settings. 

b) Communication Strategy

Furthermore it seems promising to address the reciproci-
ty of the assistance. Reciprocity and altruism is a basis for 
social exchange [61-63]. Supportive robots that request assis-
tance may emphasize that they help humans and ask for help 
in return. This “tit for tat”-strategy has also been found to be 
effective in HRI studies [11]. Hayes et al. [64] found that 
persons were more open to assist robots that helped others 
than robots that only worked for themselves. 

Cameron et al. [2] found that limitation statements as 
reasons for the request led to higher liking and willingness to 
help. If the robot explained why he is asking for help, it re-

ceived higher liking ratings and the willingness to help was 
increased. Without giving a reason or recovery strategy, users 
are often confused about the request [3, 65]. Asking for help 
can be understood as a transparent way to communicate 
shortcomings and prevent errors. However, robots should not 
blame themselves repeatedly for their limitations since it can 
be understood as deficiency and reduce trust [66]. 

3) Robots Personality design

Apart from the dialog design aspects relating to the robot’s

overall “personality” can be taken into account. Persuasive

behavior, the expression of emotions and the robot’s mor-

phology may contribute to the personality design.

a) Persuasive Robots

Robots need to motivate users with their request for help. 
Persuasive technology uses psychological knowledge from 
behavioral economics in order to influence people’s behavior 
without coercion [67, 68]. Persuasive robots are developed to 
change the behavior, the attitude, or cognitive processes of 
people [69]. Nudging is the central persuasive strategy which 
tries to influence human behavior by changing the decision 
situation subtly without constraining the decision latitude of a 
person [70]. Based on Fogg [68] social cues can be adapted 
to technology in order to make them more persuasive and 
implement nudging: 

 Physical attractiveness leads to higher liking and is
more convincing,

 Psychological, human-like aspects (like personality,
emotions, preferences, attitudes, motivation, empa-
thy) lead to more persuasiveness,

 Gratefulness and praise as rewards for help make fu-
ture helpful behavior more likely,

 Reciprocity (“tit for tat”).

Robots can use bodily cues (spatial proximity, gestures, 
gaze behavior, posture, facial emotional expressions, touch-
ing), and verbal cues (tone and expression) to persuade hu-
mans (see above; cf. [71]). However, these persuasive strate-
gies of dialogs may contradict other strategies, e. g. polite-
ness [30, 72]. The study of Hammer et al. [72] showed that 
politeness increased helping behavior whereas persuasion 
was less effective – and even contradictory to politeness – 
since it may be interpreted as rude and impolite. Furthermore, 
nudging and persuasive robots may be morally and ethically 
questionable [69].  

b) Emotions, and Anthropomorphism

Robots asking for help can use their limitations and im-
perfectness to reflect a more human-like behavior. In HHI, 
imperfect persons are often perceived more believable and 
attractive (Pratfall Effect, see [8]). In HRI, failure does not 
necessarily lead to negative affect or rejection of robots [73]. 
Users often prefer expressive and personable robots, even if 
efficiency is low and the robots make mistakes [74]. The 
need for help can make robots appear more human and in-
crease the acceptance and likeability of a robot [8, 75]. Ya-
suda and Matsumoto [4] postulate that imperfect robots re-
questing help resemble children and therefore evoke positive 
responds. Brooks et al. [65] report that asking persons as a 
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failure recovery strategy resulted in positive reactions (satis-
faction, pleasure, reliability, etc.). In another study, asking for 
help was reported to be more enjoyable by the users [7].  

C. Navigation: Approaching and Positioning

For mobile assistive robots, the navigation does not only 
have instrumental function in terms of map building, self-
localization, or obstacle avoidance in order to accomplish the 
robot’s service tasks. Especially in public, sometimes very 
crowded environments, e.g. supermarkets, the navigation is 
also part of nonverbal communication with a potential user 
and has socio emotional importance. To optimize the human-
robot interaction (HRI), it is necessary that the robot’s navi-
gation behaviour is socially acceptable not only for the direct 
users but also for uninvolved bystanders. Particularly, assis-
tive or guiding robots need to be comprehensible, kind, and 
non-intrusive. As an example, a shopping guidance robot can 
illustrate these navigation principals [76]. It is the robot’s 
task to guide customers to goods they are looking for. The 
following behaviours proved to be important:  

1) Polite approaching and person focused guiding
If the robot detects a person’s willingness for interaction,

it should approach the person in a socially acceptable man-
ner. The approached person feels more comfortable, if the 
robot shows an approaching behaviour [77] while keeping 
certain distances [78], velocities and directions [79, 80]. This 
is especially important for walking persons [81]. Polite ap-
proaching also requires the robot’s ability to predict the per-
son’s movement trajectory [20]. When a robot guides a per-
son, it should adapt its speed depending on the distance to the 
person, so that the person can follow comfortably.  

2) Regardful navigation
During navigation, mobile robots have to pass or avoid

bystanders who are not interested in an interaction. Thereby, 
the navigation should conform to the proxemics [82] again. 
As a polite and attentive navigation is an important require-
ment for an assistive robot, the robot must be able to predict 
these situations and to trigger proactive reactions. 

III. BENCHMARKING AND EVALUATION CRITERIA

The effectiveness of help requests should be assessed by 
several different benchmark criteria. Like HRI in general, 
subjective user- and expert-based measures can be combined 
with objective performance metrics. These metrics should 
address human, robot, and HRI holistically [83, 84]. Yet the 
evaluation criteria can be categorized according to their rele-
vance regarding safety and health issues. All aspects are 
important for a human-centered design but should be ad-
dressed with regard to their sequence. Figure II shows eval-
uation criteria as well as their hierarchy. Requirements con-
cerning safety and security should be addressed before func-
tionality, usability, and finally user experience (UX) issues 
(cf. [85])  

Different methodological approaches can be employed 
when evaluating benchmark criteria in order to assess the 
effectiveness of help requests. These measures can either be 
subjective targeting users’ or experts’ judgement or objective 
parameters. User studies (e.g. usability testing, experimental 
studies) provide insights to the acceptance of the help request 
[1, 2]. Beyond common measures of technology acceptance, 

perceived effort and demand, usability, and usefulness, per-
ceived politeness and persuasiveness should be assessed. 
Standardized questionnaires [2, 86] and observational meth-
ods [59] can be used. Expert opinions can be useful in terms 
of usability [87], safety or risk analysis [88, 89]. Societal 
impact of robots (privacy, working conditions, cultural con-
texts) can be discussed in focus groups or interviews with 
potential users [90] as well as experts [89]. Effectiveness and 
efficiency can be quantified by objective time- or event-based 
measures (e.g. time to first help, helping behaviors per time 
unit) [91]. Time in search mode and time waiting for help 
maybe useful, too. Metrics from HRI like neglect tolerance 
and interaction effort are quantifying the interaction quality 
objectively and can be used in settings of collaboration be-
tween operator(s) and robot(s) [92].  

FIGURE I:  EVALUATION CRITERIA AND MEASUREMENT 

IV. A ROBOT REQUEST FOR HELP CHECKLIST

The findings of the related work are summarized in a 
checklist below (see Table II). It can be used for the guidance 
of HRI designers to consider social implications and interper-
sonal aspects of asking for help:  

TABLE II. CHECKLIST FOR NEEDY ROBOTS 

Sec-

tion1 
Principles 

Litera-

ture 

II A 

Recognize human, their attention and engagement, 
wait for assistance and seek actively after a short 

period (5 mins) 

[5, 14, 

18] 

Consider pluralistic ignorance and diffusion of 
responsibility in groups 

[16, 17] 

Detect willingness to help and help in progress to 

offer adjustment 
[22, 23] 

II B 

Avoid ambiguity in communicating need for help [27] 

Stick to general design principles, though self-

descriptiveness and task suitability should be given 

special attention 

[28, 29] 

Visual cues are effective, if light colors are used 

follow conventions and standards relevant to your 

setting 

[35, 36] 

Acoustic cues can attract attention, but might not be 

audible in every scenairo 
[50] 

Polite requests and reasons for the request are vital 
for unfamiliar useres 

[3, 60, 
65] 

Do not over emphazise limitations, as this can 

reduce trust 
[66] 

II C 

Approach politely with regard to distances, 
velocities, and directions, use prediction models of 

human movements for walking persons; navigation 

and guiding should be person focused 

[20, 78-

81] 

Passing and avoiding bystanders uninterested or 

uninvolved should be circumvented following the 

laws of proxemics 

[82] 
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III 

Prioritize evaluation criteria for a holistic human-

robot interaction, following the evaluation hierarchy 
[83-85]. 

Evaluate objective effectiveness and efficiency, 

using multiple methods 
[91, 92] 

Consider user reactions (perceived usability, 

acceptance, politeness, emotions, etc.) 
[1, 2, 86] 

Ask experts (usability heuristics, risk and safety 

assessment, legal issues) 
[87-89] 

1 relates to the sections in this paper

The discussed items of the checklist are now transferred 
to the specific interaction process of two real life use cases 
originating from the domains of service as well as manufac-
turing robots. Both use cases result from two research pro-
jects and illustrate the use of the checklist in diverse contexts. 

A. A service use case

According to the International Federation of Robotics the 
main applications for service robots are logistic systems, 
field, and medical robots [93]. Although application numbers 
of service robots tentatively increase, one of the main, very 
concrete impediments which restrict a more common use is 
the robots’ inability to interact with its technical environment 
as for example when experiencing the requirement to open 
doors or to use elevators. In order to overcome these problem 
two strategies can be employed. One aims at retrofitting 
doors and elevators in such a way that they can be opened 
remotely by the robot. Using the second strategy, the robots 
are equipped with manipulators that enable opening a door or 
operating an elevator [94]. Yet both strategies seem inade-
quate for a number of settings. Even if the willingness to 
create a robot friendly environment is high, environmental 
adoptions can be time-consuming and expensive [95]. Addi-
tionally state of the art use cases indicate that autonomously 
door opening in a realistic environment is still very difficult 
for robots (see for example the DARPA Challenge 2015). 
Therefore the conclusion is reasonable to include the human 
into the process as a “helping hand” for the robot. This issue 
has already been addressed using cobots that do not have 
manipulators which they can use for picking up objects or to 
push elevator buttons in order to travel between different 
floors [96]. The focus of this work mainly addressed proba-
bilistic plan as where and when to seek for help. The cobots 
did not detect autonomously whether humans showed assis-
tance willingness or were general available. Building on this 
work the project FRAME approaches the basic skills “eleva-
tor use” and “room entry” in real life situations. While com-
pleting tasks like guidance, transport or inspection they have 
to navigate between three to four floors and up to eighteen 
hallways, have to use two to three elevators and have up to 
200 possible doors to pass.  

According to the developed checklist, the FRAME robot 
has to detect a possible helper in a heterogeneous group and 
has to identify if the identified person is willing to help (see 
section A). When approaching the identified person the 
communication has to state clearly and polite that the person 
was identified as a potential helper and the robot has to bring 
forward its request. Within the FRAME scenarios interaction 
partners might be different each time and not be very familiar 
with the robot. Therefore the actions and dialogues of the 
robot have to be transparent and high in their self-
descriptiveness (see section B). After a possible interaction 
with the FRAME robot, users will be asked to evaluate the 
interaction process regarding their perceived usability. A 

main focus will be put on system transparency as well as the 
overall acceptance of the help seeking robot. This will be 
done stepwise enabling an additional evaluation step of each 
system progression (see section III). 

B. An industrial use case

Manufacturing environments typically show high levels 
of standardization. However flexibility becomes more im-
portant in future assembly systems. One reason is an increase 
in customization leading to higher flexibility demands re-
garding assembly methods and time parameters [97]. As 
many automation solutions cannot provide a required level of 
flexibility mobile robots are deployed in assembly workplac-
es. Above that creating more ergonomic workplaces moti-
vates their application [98]. Within the research project Hybr-
iT a mobile robot will be deployed supporting assembly 
processes. In this manufacturing setting all three basic skills 
(detection, dialog, and navigation) are relevant as well, yet 
the environmental specifications have to be considered when 
designing the request for help. Industrial workplaces often 
face specific environmental conditions like background 
noise, big machinery and limited path ways. The detection of 
possible helpers on the shop floor can be difficult for the 
robot, as they might by masked by large assembly parts or 
manufacturing plants. Active seeking operations by the robot 
can be necessary especially in this setting. In a working con-
text, especially one underlying product cycle-times, the cor-
rect detection of people’s engagement with a working task is 
highly important. The robot’s request for help should not 
intervene with the completion of a working task performed 
by the human. Therefore special emphasis has to be put on 
the correct distinction between large assembly parts and 
humans as well as their engagement with a specific task (see 
section A). When mobile robots navigate autonomously on 
the shop floor different methods can be applied. One possible 
method is a priori planning. Here the entire facility is 
mapped and routes are planned beforehand. Alternatively a 
dynamic plan can be used. The robot is equipped with sen-
sors providing information about the environment, deter-
mines its own current position, and plans its way dynamical-
ly. When cycle times in the production process are critical 
and the environment is stable, a priori planning is preferred. 
In flexible environments with frequent task changes a dynam-
ic planning should be used for navigation [99], (see section 
A).  

When designing the dialog between human and robot in 
industrial settings surrounding sounds have to be considered. 
If the noise level is relatively high, the acoustic channel 
should not be used as the main interaction channel. A possi-
bility to attract the human’s attention towards the robot apart 
from the acoustic channel could be using wearable vibrotac-
tile armbands [100]. An initial vibrating stimulus can be send 
to the human, creating an orientation reaction towards the 
robot.  

Yet when designing the HRI dialog no social norm viola-
tions should be committed but a more direct request strategy 
could be useful. Statements about the robot’s limitations 
should be expressed rarely, as they might have an impact on 
the perceived task suitability. When using different modali-
ties other than speech, again system self-descriptiveness 
plays an important role. If colored visual keys are used, they 
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should conform to standards used in the specific manufactur-
ing plant, e. g. red lights indicating an error (see section B). 
Evaluating the request for help interaction within an industri-
al setting should emphasize the perceived effectiveness and 
correctness of the robots detection of possible helpers. Fur-
thermore the evaluation of task suitability is an important 
evaluation criterion in the working context (see section C). 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

To be asked for help by robots may appear “odd” for hu-
mans, since help and assistance are normally arranged the 
other way round. In order to avoid help neglects robots 
should address humans similar to interpersonal relationships, 
i.e. politely, and secondly bridge possible breakdowns in
communication by reducing ambiguity. We present a litera-
ture-based checklist that can serve as a guideline for reducing
ambiguity and increasing acceptance of robots asking for
help. Following these instructions facilitates the implementa-
tion of needy robots. We exemplify the problem of robots
asking for help by two use cases, a service and industrial use
case. Considering the latest developments in the field of
artificial intelligence and its link to robotic systems dialogue
principles like self-descriptiveness as well as systems trans-
parency get a higher significance and have to be considered
accordingly to increase the chance for a needy AI robot to get
help and foster a human-centered interaction in a complex
world designed for humans not robots.
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